Looking for a challenging traineeship or graduation assignment?

Want to get study related experience?
We have a traineeship and/or graduation assignment available for students studying a Bachelor or a Master study. The duration is for a period between 3 to 6 months or longer if preferred.

What is the traineeship or graduation topic about?
At the moment, we have an interesting topic about applying software algorithms based on real world problems. Our problem is related to the problem of recognition. We are building a technology that is able to automatically recognize from a large number of data sources and data sets in what category an object (in our case a building) falls. The problem and technology studied is related to geometry, image processing, geometry processing, algorithms, optimisation and distributed computing. We are looking for students who would like to work on one of the sides of this problem. Details of the traineeship or graduation assignment will be further developed in collaboration with the student.

Why White Lioness technologies?
White Lioness technologies is a software company founded in September 2013. Our main expertise lies in scalable applications that are related to distributed, cloud & high-performance computing as well as information management in complex projects. We work close to design, engineering, manufacturing and construction industries that build products and our environment.

Want to know more about your colleagues?
We are a young international team of 7 developers and designers with a friendly atmosphere. We have in common that we are ambitious, fascinated by technology and that we believe that personal development and learning is important. We organise team events and we have a daily lunch together arranged by the company.

Where are we located?
Our office is located in the city centre of Amsterdam along the IJ river. Amsterdam Central Station is 10 minutes by bike from our office. If you are not living in Amsterdam, but you would like to do your traineeship in Amsterdam do not hesitate to apply!

Would you like to know more?
You can find more information about us on our website www.white-lioness.com. We have a collaboration with students from TU Delft (and other universities and companies), more information about their graduation topics you can find on the website of BEMNext laboratory www.bemnext.org

How to apply?
Do you have some experience with programming and are you not resistant to learn more? Please contact us with a short introduction about yourself and resume via letstalk@white-lioness.com. If you have any questions about the traineeship and/or graduation assignment, we are happy to answer them! Please contact Puck Middelkoop 020-7371997.